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Cllr Tina Kiddell (Vice-Chairman)
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Licensing Committee
23 March 2022
PART A- ITEMS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Page(s)
herewith
1.

MINUTES

3-4

To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 12 January 2022.
2.

APOLOGIES
To receive apologies for absence.

3.

URGENT BUSINESS
To note whether the Chairman proposes to accept any item as urgent
business, pursuant to Section 100(B)(4)(b) of the Local Government Act,
1972.

4.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
The duties to register, disclose and not to participate for the entire
consideration of the matter, in respect of any matter in which a Member
has a disclosable pecuniary interest are set out in Chapter 7 of the
Localism Act 2011. Members are also required to withdraw from the
meeting room as stated in the Standing Orders of this Council.

5.

NON-MEMBERS WISHING TO ADDRESS THE MEETING
To note the names of any non-members who wish to address the
meeting.

6.

TAXI LICENCE FEES AND HACKNEY CARRIAGE FARES
Report by Craig Fowler, Environmental Health & Licensing Manager and
Josie Hoven, Licensing Team Leader.

5 - 42

Agenda Item 1

BRECKLAND COUNCIL
At a Meeting of the
LICENSING COMMITTEE
Held on Wednesday, 12 January 2022 at 10.00 am in
The Breckland Conference Centre, Anglia Room, Elizabeth House, Walpole Loke,
Dereham, NR19 1EE
PRESENT
Cllr Marion Chapman-Allen
(Chairman)
Cllr Tina Kiddell (ViceChairman)
Cllr Mike Brindle
Cllr Vera Dale

Cllr Susan Dowling
Cllr Keith Martin
Cllr Linda Monument
Cllr Philip Morton

Also Present
Cllr Gordon Bambridge
In Attendance
Craig Fowler
Teresa Smith
Julie Britton

-

Environmental Health & Licensing Manager
Democratic Services Team Leader
Democratic Services Officer
Action By

1/22 MINUTES (AGENDA ITEM 1)
The Minutes of the meeting held on 20 October 2021 were agreed as a
correct record.
2/22 APOLOGIES (AGENDA ITEM 2)
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Ashby, Colman and
Duffield.
No further apologies had been received.
3/22 URGENT BUSINESS (AGENDA ITEM 3)
None.
4/22 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS (AGENDA ITEM 4)
None declared.
5/22 NON-MEMBERS WISHING TO ADDRESS THE MEETING (AGENDA
ITEM 5)
Councillor Bambridge, the Executive Member for Waste & Environment
and the Portfolio Holder for Licensing was in attendance.
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Licensing Committee
12 January 2022
Action By

6/22 TRAINING (FOR INFORMATION) (AGENDA ITEM 6)
Members were reminded of the training session that was being hosted by
James Button on Wednesday, 26 January 2022 in the Anglia Room,
Dereham.
This training was being provided to ensure all Committee Members met the
training requirements to enable them to participate in any future Panel
Hearings.
7/22 NEXT MEETING (AGENDA ITEM 7)
The arrangements for the next Licensing Committee meeting on
Wednesday, 27 April 2022 at 10am in the Anglia Room were noted.
8/22 EXCLUSION OF PRESS & PUBLIC (AGENDA ITEM 8)
RESOLVED that under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act
1972, the press and the public be excluded from the meeting for the
following item of business on the grounds that it involves the likely
disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraph 3 of Schedule
12A to the Act”.
Prior to moving into private session, the Chairman thanked everyone who
had been watching the meeting on YouTube.
PART B – ITEM FROM WHICH THE PRESS AND THE PUBLIC ARE
EXCLUDED
9/22 REVIEW OF TAXI LICENCE FEES AND HACKNEY CARRIAGE FARES
(AGENDA ITEM 9)
Craig Fowler, the Environmental Health & Licensing Manager provided
Members with a detailed overview of the report.
The purpose of the report was to seek agreement from the Licensing
Committee on the revised fees and fares for public consultation.
The options were highlighted, and a number of questions were asked.
RESOLVED that the proposed increase in both taxi licensing fees and
hackney carriage fares be approved for public consultation as outlined in
the report.

The meeting closed at 11.15 am

CHAIRMAN
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Agenda Item 6

BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Craig Fowler – Environmental Health and Licensing Manager

To:

Licensing Committee – 23 March 2022

Author:

Josie Hoven – Licensing Team Leader

Subject:

Review of Taxi Licensing Fees and Hackney Carriage Fares

Purpose:

To seek approval from the Licensing Committee on the revised taxi
licensing fees and hackney carriage fares following consultation .

Recommendation:
It is recommended that the Licensing Committee review the responses received on the proposed
increase in both taxi licensing fees and hackney carriage fares and agree and approve the final
taxi licence fees and hackney carriage fares and the date both will come into effect.

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

On 12th January 2022 the Licensing Committee agreed to go out to consultation on the
proposed hackney carriage fares and taxi licensing fees as the last increase in both areas
occurred in 2015. The consultations on both have taken place and the committee now
needs to review the responses and approve the final fees and fares and the date each will
come into effect.

1.2

Hackney Carriage Fares - The Town and Police Clauses Act 1847 and the Local
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 s.65 allows local authorities to set and
review hackney carriage fares. Breckland Council have elected to set or vary a table of
fares. Under the above acts the Council may only set a maximum fare level. The fare
shown on the meter is the maximum that may be charged. If drivers wish to charge less
than the maximum this is an arrangement between themselves and the hirer.

1.3

Taxi Licensing Fees - Section 70 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1976 allows a District Council to charge such fees for the grant of vehicle and operator’s
licences as may be sufficient in the aggregate to cover in whole or in part the reasonable
cost of carrying out inspections on private hire and hackney carriage vehicles for the
determination of granting or renewing a licence, the reasonable costs of providing
hackney carriage stands and any reasonable administrative costs with the grant, renewal,
the control and supervision of hackney carriage and private hire vehicles.

1.4

For comparison the current hackney carriage fare chart is attached as Appendix A and the
proposed new tables of hackney carriage fares is attached as Appendix B. The current
taxi licence fees are attached as Appendix C and the proposed taxi licence fees are
attached as Appendix D.

1.5

The trade has been contacted via email and letter on 14th January 2022 to seek their
views on the proposed increases in hackney carriage fares and taxi licence fees. A copy
of the letter is attached as Appendix E. The consultation directly with the trade closed on
25th January 2022. We published a public notice for the taxi fees on 14 February 2022 and
on 1st March 2022 for the hackney carriage fares. The closing date for comments was 14th
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March 2022. The public notices were advertised in the Eastern Daily Press on those dates
and public notices have been displayed at the Council offices in Dereham.
1.6

Fourteen responses were received from the trade for consideration by the committee.
These are attached as Appendix F. No comments or objections were received from the
public.

1.7

Hackney Carriage Fares - the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
Section 65 (4) states “If objection is duly made as aforesaid and is not withdrawn, the
district council shall set a further date, not later than two months after the first specified
date, on which the table of fares shall come into force with or without modifications as
decided by them after consideration of the objections”.

1.8

Fees for vehicle and operators’ licences – the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1976 Section 70 (5) states “ If objection is duly made as aforesaid and is
not withdrawn, the district council shall set a further date, not later than two months after
the first specified date, on which the variation shall come into force with or without
modification as decided by the district council after consideration of the objections”.

2.0

Objections have been made and not withdrawn on both the hackney carriage fares and
the vehicle and operator fees, so the Committee must consider the objections and set a
further date, no later than two months after 1st April 2022, on which the table of fares and
the fees shall come into force, with or without modifications.

3.0

OPTIONS
The committee may after consideration of the objections for:
Hackney Carriage Fares:
 Make no changes to the proposed tables of fares and approve and set a date for the
new hackney carriage fares to come into force.
 Make modification to the proposed table of fares and approve and set a date for the
new hackney carriage fares to come into force.
Taxi Licence fees:
 Make no changes to the proposed taxi licence fees and approve and set a date for
the new fees to come into force.
 Make modification to the proposed taxi licence fees and approve and set a date for
the new taxi licence fees to come into force.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

Now that the formal notification and consultation has taken place the Council must decide
on the fees and fares in accordance with the relevant sections of the Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 – it cannot choose to do nothing.

3.2

Hackney Carriage Fares and Taxi Licence Fees have not been formally reviewed since
2015. There have significant increases in associated costs for both the trade and the
licensing department during that period.

3.3

Hackney Carriage Fares - there have been significant increases in associated costs for
the taxi trade. The trade has seen increases in running costs including but not limited to
fuel, insurance, vehicle, wages and maintenance costs with no increase in income from
fares to cover these costs. The private hire and hackney carriage trade offers a valuable
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service to the residents of Breckland, where often there is no public transport in the form
of regular buses etc.
Taxi Licence Fees - the Council have fully reviewed the anticipated costs associated with
granting, renewing and maintaining compliance of the taxi licensing function and the
proposed licence fees have been set accordingly so that the licence fees are based on full
cost recovery ensuring that the Breckland council tax-payer is not subsidising the taxi
trade. Any lower fees would mean that we are not meeting the costs and a budget deficit.
Any higher fees may result in a profit and this would be potentially unlawful.
4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

Hackney Carriage Fares – the taxi trade will be able to increase their fares up to the
maximum set out in the proposed fares. This will allow them to recover the costs of
licensing and maintaining their vehicles and operator’s licences, supporting the local
economy.
Taxi Licence Fees – the Council will receive the full cost of granting, renewing and
maintaining compliance of the taxi licensing function with no cost to the taxpayer.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Data Protection;
Equality & Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk
Management; Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Other.
Where the report author considers that there may be implications under one or more of
these headings, these are identified below.
Constitution & Legal
A review of the Hackney Carriage Fares has been requested so must be carried out as
detailed in s.65 of the LG(MP) Act 1976.
Data Protection
Data Protection forms a part of the licensing process and is carried out in line with the
current data protection policy.

6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

All

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

LG(MP) Act 1976 – Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976

Background papers:- Section 65 and Section 70 of the LG(MP) Act 1976
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Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number:
Email:

Josie Hoven – Licensing Team Leader
01362 656870
Licensingteam@breckland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

Yes

Exempt Decision:

No

This report refers to a Mandatory Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Current Breckland Fare Chart
Appendix B
Proposed Table of Fares
Appendix C
Current Taxi Licensing Fee’s
Appendix D
Proposed Taxi Licensing Fee’s
Appendix E
Copy of the letter to the trade
Appendix F
Copies of representations received
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Appendix A – Current Fare Chart

Table of Fares
Payable throughout the district for the hire of Hackney Carriages
Charges
Tariff 1
For the first mile/480 seconds or part thereof
For distances exceeding one mile:
For each additional 176 yards/48 seconds or part thereof
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Tariff 2
For Sunday hirings (6.00 am to midnight)
For the first mile/480 seconds or part thereof
For distances exceeding one mile:
For each additional 176 yards/48 seconds or part thereof

All charges are inclusive of VAT

Operative from 1 July 2015

£3.60
£0.20

£4.50
£0.25

Tariff 3
Operative night time hirings (11.30 pm to 6.00 am) and hirings
on Public and Bank Holidays
For the first mile/480 seconds or part thereof
For distances exceeding one mile:
For each additional 176 yards/48 seconds or part thereof

£5.40
£0.30

Extra Charges
For Hackney Carriages licensed to carry more than four passengers,
an increase of 50% when more than four passengers are carried.
For soiling the Hackney Carriage, resulting in cleaning being
required

Note: These are the maximum fares that can be charged
Licensing Team Breckland Council Elizabeth House Walpole Loke Dereham Norfolk NR19 1EE

£80.00

Appendix 1 – Late Papers

Table of Fares
Payable throughout the district for the hire of Hackney Carriages
Operative from tbc
Charges:
Tariff 1
For the first mile/480 seconds or part thereof

£5.00

For distance exceeding one mile:
For each additional 176 yards/48 seconds or part thereof

£0.30p

Tariff 2
For Sunday hirings (6.00am to 11.30pm)
For the first mile/480 seconds or part thereof

£6.50

For distances exceeding one mile:
For each additional 176 yards/48 seconds or part thereof

£0.40p

Tariff 3
Operative nighttime hirings (11.30pm to 6.00am)
and hirings on Public and Bank Holidays and from 6pm on
Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve
For the first mile/480 seconds or part thereof

£7.50

For distances exceeding one mile:
For each additional 176 yards/48 seconds or part thereof

£0.45p

Extra Charges
For Hackney Carriages licensed to carry more than four passengers, an increase of 50% when
more than four passengers are carried.
For soiling the Hackney Carriage resulting in cleaning being required

£100.00

All charges are inclusive of VAT.

NOTE:
These are the maximum fares that can be charged.
Licensing Team
Breckland Council
Elizabeth House
Walpole Loke
Dereham Norfolk. NR19 1EE
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Appendix B – Proposed Table of Fares

1.

Distance

If the distance does not exceed 1 mile (1.609km)
For whole distance

£5.00

If the distance exceeds 1 mile (1.609km)
For the first mile

£5.00

For each subsequent 176 yards (160.9 metres) or uncompleted part thereof
(Which equates to approximately £2.00 per mile)

2.

Waiting Time

For each period of 1 minute or uncompleted part thereof

3.

£0.20

£0.25

Extra Charge

(i)

For hirings beginning on any day between the hours of 11.30pm and 6.00am and
at any time on Bank Holidays – 50% excess on the above charges.

(ii)

For hirings on Sundays beginning between the hours of 06.00am and 11.30pm –
25% excess on the above charges.

(iii)

A fee of £100.00 may be charged to persons soiling a hackney carriage.

(iv)

In respect of multi-passenger vehicles (5-8 seats) where more than 4 passengers
are being carried an additional charge of 50% may be levied.

NOTES
ALL CHARGES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VALUE ADDED TAX, WHERE APPLICABLE
ALL CHARGES ARE THE MAXIMUM PERMITTED – IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED ASK THE DRIVER TO EXPLAIN.

Proposed Changes:
The proposed increase will be on the first mile or part thereof not the subsequent mileage
charge after the first mile on normal day rate.
An increase in the soilage charge from £80.00 to £100.00 to reflect the time and earnings
lost if someone is ill in a licensed vehicle.
A change to the timing of the extra charge from the current which is Midnight to 11.30pm as
most Council Tariffs change at this time.
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Appendix C – Current Taxi Licensing Fee’s

Type of Licence
Fee
Taxi Driver Grant

£156.51 + DBS

Taxi Driver Renewal

£156.51 + DBS

Hackney Carriage Vehicle Grant

£125.82

Hackney Carriage Vehicle Renewal

£125.82

Private Hire Vehicle Grant

£148.65

Private Hire Vehicle Renewal

£148.65

Private Hire Operator Grant

£144.45

Private Hire Operator Renewal

£144.45

Trailer Permission Grant

£106.23

Trailer Permission Renewal

£106.23

Transfer Vehicle to new owner

£53.49

Replacement Stickers (all types)

£37.71

Replacement Driver Badge

£39.31

Replacement/Updated Taxi Licences

£36.71

Replacement Vehicle Plate

£47.08

Replacement Internal Shields

£31.20

Magnetic Bracket

£46.86

Replacement Platform

£20.83
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Appendix D – Proposed Taxi Licensing Fee’s

Type of Licence
Full Fee

Application Fee

Licence Fee

Taxi Driver Grant

£235.00*

£100.00

£135.00

Taxi Driver Renewal

£235.00*

£100.00

£135.00

Hackney Carriage Vehicle Grant

£235.00*

£85.00

£150.00

Hackney Carriage Vehicle Renewal

£215.00*

£75.00

£140.00

Private Hire Vehicle Grant

£180.00*

£85.00

£95.00

Private Hire Vehicle Renewal

£165.00*

£85.00

£80.00

Private Hire Operator Grant

£415.00*

£105.00

£310.00

Private Hire Operator Renewal

£415.00*

£105.00

£310.00

Trailer Permission Grant

£165.00*

£85.00

£80.00

Trailer Permission Renewal

£165.00*

£85.00

£80.00

Transfer Vehicle to new owner

£50.00

£50.00

Replacement Stickers (all types)

£45.00

£45.00

Replacement Driver Badge

£50.00

£50.00

Replacement/Updated Taxi
Licences

£25.00

£25.00

Replacement Vehicle Plate

£50.00

£50.00

Replacement Internal Shields

£35.00

£35.00

Magnetic Bracket

£65.00

£65.00

Replacement Platform

£40.00

£40.00

Note - The application fee is non-refundable once an application has been submitted.

* If you pay the full fee on the types of licence above marked with * and the licence is not granted/renewed
or you withdraw the application, the licence fee will be refunded minus a £25.00 admin charge.
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APPENDIX E

«Licensee»
«Address»
«Address1»
«Address2»
«Address3»
«Address4»
«Address5»

Our Ref:
Contact:
E-mail:

Taxi Consultation
Licensing Team
taxiconsultation@breckland.gov.uk

Date:

14 January 2022

Dear Sir/Madam
Consultation on the review of Hackney Carriage Fares and Taxi Licence Fees
We are writing to inform you that the Council is currently looking at the taxi licence fees and Hackney Carriage
fares. The current fares and fees came into effect in 2015. As you are no doubt aware, local authorities are
under immense pressure to make savings and reduce the financial burden on council taxpayers. As such
the licensing team have undertaken a full review of its licensing budget including taxi licensing fees. A review
of the Hackney Carriage fares is being undertaken at the same time as these have also not been reviewed
since 2015.
Hackney Carriage Fares
The Hackney Carriage fares have been reviewed, taking into account the changes in costs for the following
10 factors (used in the previous 3 reviews):






price of a new vehicle
insurance
maintenance
diesel price
petrol price







vehicle excise duty
meter and installation costs
mechanical test/COC
council tax
average weekly salary for Breckland

The results showed an increase of 28.76% on 2015 prices overall using these factors.
It is therefore proposed to make the following changes to the current fare chart:






increase the first mile (or part thereof) price to £5.00 (currently £3.60) – no increase to additional miles
Sunday tariff to change to 6am to 11.30pm (to bring into line with night-time charge) and will remain
as 25% increase
Night-time and Bank Holiday tariff and will remain the same as current 50%
Soilage charge will increase from £80 to £100
Multi-passenger rate will remain the same for four or more passengers

Copies of the current fare chart and proposed reviewed fares are enclosed.

ontactus@breckland.gov.uk
eckland Council Elizabeth House Walpole Loke Dereham Norfolk NR19 1EE
elephone: 01362 656870
www.breckland.gov.uk
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Taxi Licence Fees
Taxi Licence fees have been reviewed against full cost-recovery for processing, licensing and compliance for
each licence type. The increase reflects a number of factors which include, but are not limited to:





no review of fees since 2015
increase in associated costs of staffing
consumables and on costs
changes to be implemented from the DfT Standards increasing the time it takes to process an
application.

The licence fee has been separated into two parts in the proposed fees – the application fee and licence fee.
The application fee covers the processing of the application and will be non-refundable if the application is
withdrawn or refused. The licence fee must be paid when advised a licence will be granted. The licence/plate
or badge will be issued once the licence fee is confirmed as received.
Copies of the current and proposed fees are enclosed to enable full comparison.
Consultation
You are invited to submit your responses to these proposals as part of the consultation process. You must
respond in writing either via email to: taxiconsultation@breckland.gov.uk or via post to Licensing Team Taxi
Consultation, Elizabeth House, Walpole Loke, Dereham, Norfolk, NR19 1EE. The closing date for
responses is 25 February 2022.
Responses will be collated and, together with any responses from the Public Notices, these will be presented
to the Licensing Committee (date to be confirmed) for consideration. It is the Licensing Committee that will
make the final decision.
Please note: by responding to these consultations you agree to your comments being included in the public
report to Committee.
It is proposed that the changes would take effect on 1 April 2022 if Committee agrees them.
We would like to advise you that if the proposed Hackney Carriage fares are implemented and you have a
licensed Hackney Carriage Vehicle you will be required to have your meter updated with the new fares and
have the meter tested at one of the authorised garages by 31 July 2022. The garages will charge a fee for
carrying out the meter test (fee to be confirmed).

Yours faithfully

Licensing Team
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Appendix F - Copies of responses to the consultation

From: David Braithwaite < >
Sent: 18 January 2022 10:12 AM
To: Taxi Consultation < >
Subject: Taxi fares.

Hi
I have a few concerns regarding the proposed Taxi fare increase.
1. The jump from £3.60 to £5.00 is quite a bit, not that it is not welcome , but long overdue.
Taxi fares should be reviewed at least ever other year!
2. If there is no increase in the additional miles. (No increase since 2015!) There is no incentive to take jobs out of
towns. As they will become unprofitable. This need to be looked at again. I believe given the continued rising costs to
operators there has to be an increase to the mileage rate.
3. Given this increase is likely to go through, how are legitimate Taxi drivers supposed to compete with those that do
not operate fairly and don't use their meters. Affectively under cutting the set rate.
I have been working in Swaffham for over a year , and never seen an enforcement officer in the town.
I therefore conclude that if the rate were to increase to £5, some operators will still be charging less.
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From: Al's Cabs <>
Sent: 21 January 2022 07:53 AM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Response to licensing

Dear Licensing team
Having looked at your proposals I feel that an increase to £5.00 is a big increase for our customers to bear
in one go, and also i don't understand why there is no increase in the additional miles this doesn’t make
sense. I feel such a big increase will encourage price wars which will probably lead to no increase at all. I
think if you were to increase the initial 1mile charge to£4.20 and a 5p to 25p per ninth of a mile after this it
would be more beneficial to the trade with a 2/3 year review. Whilst we accept that your costs go up they
all seem fine apart from the hackney carriage vehicle grant @ an increase of £110 why has this been
singled out for such a large rise as opposed to private hire at £32 .the actual processing costs must be
similar

Regards Allan / Lew
Als Cabs
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From: Stephen & Donna Perry <>
Sent: 24 January 2022 10:58 AM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Review of Hackney Carriage Fares
Good Morning
We would be in favour of this price rise.
Kind Regards
Donna Perry
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From: Carl Emson <>
Sent: 24 January 2022 02:29 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Proposed Taxi Licence Fares and Fees

Many thanks for your letter of the 14th of January outlining your proposal for fares and fees.

I note there will be a 0% change in the mileage rates other than the first mile, so there is a rapidly diminishing
increase the further the journey. Although this may be disappointing to some, I personally have no wish to price
myself or others out of the market while the public, of which I am a member, face increased costs for food, energy
and other essentials. I think the increase in the minimum fare is reasonable and the holding of the main body of the
fare is painful, but sensible for now.
My view today will alter as circumstances improve and ask for your reassurance that the rates will be reviewed again
in say 12 months.

On the other hand , and please forgive if I am misreading things, I feel shocked at the increases you propose for fees,
e.g., Grants and renewals. The new application fee, you say, covers the cost of the application, can you explain what
the current licence fee covers then? Currently the Driver grant costs £196.51 if you include the DBS fee of £40, the
new full fee costs £235 (I assume that does include the DBS fee )? That is an increase of 16.4% while you are
proposing a zero percent increase to the main body of a taxi fare. The Hackney Carriage Vehicle Grant is going up by
a whopping 46.5% and the renewal by 41.5%. Every year that’s an additional £89.18. How can these increases be
justified?

As Taxi Drivers our costs too are getting notched up with fuel, service costs etc. etc. and it is the little things that also
add up. £25 for a safeguarding course, that I accept is proving our attendance, rather than someone in our place,
may be regarded as necessary, albeit some might regard it as insulting and just adding to time and monetary burden,
particularly when a lot of us have recently taken a course through Norfolk that has an exam after it.

I started by saying I have no wish to price myself out of the market. I also have no wish to be priced out either. There
surely has to be a bit more give and a bit less take.

Thank you for considering the above.

Kind regards

Carl Emson
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From: gary allen <>
Sent: 04 February 2022 07:56 AM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Fwd: Breckland Licensing Policy changes
Dear sirs,
With regards to the proposed changes to Hackney Carriage Fares and Taxi License Fees I wish to enclose my thoughts
for you to take into consideration.
Firstly I am very happy for the proposed increases to Hackney Carriage Fares, it has been 7 years since the last picing
review and is well overdue. However, I feel that the proposed increases are far too high and would propose that you
consider the thoughts of the drivers before making any policy changes. I would like to propose a smaller increase as
follows: Tariff 1: £4.00 and each additional 176 yards at 0.25p, Tariff 2: £5.00 and each additional 176 yards at 0.30p,
Tariff 3: £6.00 and each additional 176 yards at 0.35p. This can still then be applied to vehicles where more than 4
passengers can be carried at the additional 50% increase. Having discussed this with many of my fellow drivers, we
agree that this represents better value for money for our services.
I strongly feel that the huge fee increases you propose will put a lot of customers off of using taxi services, some of
which rely on us to get them out of the house. Most towns and their surrounding villages are suffering from an
inadequate bus service and to many a taxi is a lifeline for many elderly and vulnerable persons. We, as drivers, can
build strong bonds with regular customers, help collect shopping, carry things to their houses, collect prescriptions
from chemists for them and in some cases can be the only person they may have contact with for days or weeks at a
time.
I would like to ask that the proposed increase to licensing fees also be reconsidered as these are proposed to rise
significantly - in some cases nearly 300%! I would also like to know how these increases were calculated and can be
justified to us as your customers and how you feel it represents good value for money.
We currently have great difficulties making contact with the Licensing Team and appreciate the difficult time they
have had, but, we drivers have also had to work through this period on the front line, facing customers on a daily
basis and yet we are given little to no leeway with licensing conditions. I do not feel that we currently get good
service or support and by hammering drivers and operators with such huge fee increases just highlights how little
thought is given to the taxi trade.
With regard to the increased fees being proposed, I am interested to know why it costs more money to license to
replate a Hackney Carriage vs a Private Hire Vehicle ( HC costing £55 and £50 more respectively compared to a PH).I
also think that the proposed increase to Private Hire Operators License is astronomical and an increase of £270 is
absolutely disgusting.
I also currently hold a license with NCC Travel and Transport Services and am required by them to complete a
safeguarding course for them. I was most disappointed to see that I will now also need to complete a separate one
for yourselves - at yet more cost to myself - despite already having completed this training for a different authority.
Why was this not taken into consideration by yourselves and can different councils not work together to ensure a
"one size fits all" package utilised by both councils?
And finally, would it be possible for us as drivers to be invited into one of your licensing committee meetings to help
discuss matters with you face to face? I'm sure many drivers would be happy to provide questions in advance for
your considered answers.
Kind regards
Gary Allen
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From: NEVILE EDMONSTON <>
Sent: 10 February 2022 10:47 AM
To: Taxi Consultation <
Subject: REVIEW OF HACKNEY CARRIAGE AND TAXI LICENCE FEES
In response to letter of Consultation on the licence fees etc.
As I’m sure you’re fully aware there was a meeting of drivers from different Breckland towns who felt that although
welcome the increase, did find it excessive.
The leap from £3-60 to £5 we feel was going to cause a detremental effect on our business and also cause hardship
to the elderly and vunerable in the community.
We agreed that perhaps £4-50 for the first mile then an increase to 25p for each additional 176 yards
This would be for mon to sat 06:00 to 23:30
Tariff 1: £4 then 25p every 176 yrds
Tariff 2: £5 then 30p
Tariff 3: £6 then 35p
We also cannot understand the high increase in the fees requested off of drivers, the percentage doesn’t seem to
add up.
I think as you can appreciate the increase fuel and the cost of living is also really going to be a squeeze on our
livelihoods.
One other point to mention which seems to be causing serious detrimental effects on the Breckland Taxi business is
the fact many drivers would love to upgrade their vehicles to a higher spec and a newer model to provide a more
modern luxurious ride for the customer making it a more pleasant experience.
The problem is that it is near impossible to purchase a newer car where standard secrecy glass ISN’T an option, its
possible but some of us like to shop local to help local businesses. This is impossible , and Breckland seem the only
area that still say no to secrecy glass. Whatever your reasons its expensive to change (£2.5-£3k) and baffling when all
surrounding councils permit this.
So in Conclusion ;the price rise on both sides seems unfair to the community and Taxi drivers
Also the secrecy glass aspect needs an urgent review.
Yours sincerely
Neville Edmonston Thetford Taxi driver
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From: k.kochanowski@wp.pl <>
Sent: 10 February 2022 11:04 AM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Review of hackney carriage and taxi licence fees
In response to letter of Consultation on the licence fees etc.
As I’m sure you’re fully aware there was a meeting of drivers from different Breckland towns who felt that although
welcome the increase, did find it excessive.
The leap from £3-60 to £5 we feel was going to cause a detremental effect on our business and also cause hardship
to the elderly and vunerable in the community.
We agreed that perhaps £4-50 for the first mile then an increase to 25p for each additional 176 yards
This would be for mon to sat 06:00 to 23:30
Tariff 1: £4 then 25p every 176 yrds
Tariff 2: £5 then 30p
Tariff 3: £6 then 35p
We also cannot understand the high increase in the fees requested off of drivers, the percentage doesn’t seem to
add up.
I think as you can appreciate the increase fuel and the cost of living is also really going to be a squeeze on our
livelihoods.
One other point to mention which seems to be causing serious detrimental effects on the Breckland Taxi business is
the fact many drivers would love to upgrade their vehicles to a higher spec and a newer model to provide a more
modern luxurious ride for the customer making it a more pleasant experience.
The problem is that it is near impossible to purchase a newer car where standard secrecy glass ISN’T an option, its
possible but some of us like to shop local to help local businesses. This is impossible , and Breckland seem the only
area that still say no to secrecy glass. Whatever your reasons its expensive to change (£2.5-£3k) and baffling when all
surrounding councils permit this.
So in Conclusion ;the price rise on both sides seems unfair to the community and Taxi drivers
Also the secrecy glass aspect needs an urgent review.
Yours sincerely
Karol Kochanowski Thetford Taxi driver
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From: Robert <>
Sent: 10 February 2022 02:20 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Review of taxis hackney carriage and taxi licence fees
In response to letter of Consultation on the licence fees etc.
As I’m sure you’re fully aware there was a meeting of drivers from different Breckland towns who felt that although
welcome the increase, did find it excessive.
The leap from £3-60 to £5 we feel was going to cause a detremental effect on our business and also cause hardship
to the elderly and vunerable in the community.
We agreed that perhaps £4-50 for the first mile then an increase to 25p for each additional 176 yards
This would be for mon to sat 06:00 to 23:30
Tariff 1: £4 then 25p every 176 yrds
Tariff 2: £5 then 30p
Tariff 3: £6 then 35p
We also cannot understand the high increase in the fees requested off of drivers, the percentage doesn’t seem to
add up.
I think as you can appreciate the increase fuel and the cost of living is also really going to be a squeeze on our
livelihoods.
One other point to mention which seems to be causing serious detrimental effects on the Breckland Taxi business is
the fact many drivers would love to upgrade their vehicles to a higher spec and a newer model to provide a more
modern luxurious ride for the customer making it a more pleasant experience.
The problem is that it is near impossible to purchase a newer car where standard secrecy glass ISN’T an option, its
possible but some of us like to shop local to help local businesses. This is impossible , and Breckland seem the only
area that still say no to secrecy glass. Whatever your reasons its expensive to change (£2.5-£3k) and baffling when all
surrounding councils permit this.
So in Conclusion ;the price rise on both sides seems unfair to the community and Taxi drivers
Also the secrecy glass aspect needs an urgent review.

Yours sincerely
Robert wrobel Thetford Taxi driver
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From: Paul Finn < >
Sent: 10 February 2022 04:07 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Fwd: REVIEW OF HACKNEY CARRIAGE AND TAXI LICENCE FEES

In response to letter of Consultation on the licence fees etc.
As I’m sure you’re fully aware there was a meeting of drivers from different Breckland towns who felt that although
welcome the increase, did find it excessive.
The leap from £3-60 to £5 we feel was going to cause a detremental effect on our business and also cause hardship
to the elderly and vunerable in the community.
We agreed that perhaps £4-50 for the first mile then an increase to 25p for each additional 176 yards
This would be for mon to sat 06:00 to 23:30
Tariff 1: £4 then 25p every 176 yrds
Tariff 2: £5 then 30p
Tariff 3: £6 then 35p
We also cannot understand the high increase in the fees requested off of drivers, the percentage doesn’t seem to
add up.
I think as you can appreciate the increase fuel and the cost of living is also really going to be a squeeze on our
livelihoods.
One other point to mention which seems to be causing serious detrimental effects on the Breckland Taxi business is
the fact many drivers would love to upgrade their vehicles to a higher spec and a newer model to provide a more
modern luxurious ride for the customer making it a more pleasant experience.
The problem is that it is near impossible to purchase a newer car where standard secrecy glass ISN’T an option, its
possible but some of us like to shop local to help local businesses. This is impossible , and Breckland seem the only
area that still say no to secrecy glass. Whatever your reasons its expensive to change (£2.5-£3k) and baffling when all
surrounding councils permit this.
So in Conclusion ;the price rise on both sides seems unfair to the community and Taxi drivers
Also the secrecy glass aspect needs an urgent review.
Yours sincerely

Paul Finn Thetford Taxi Driver
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From: jayne @ watton taxis <>
Sent: 10 February 2022 04:27 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Response for Proposals
In resonse to the proposals ....
Firstly I would like to introduce myself...My name is Jayne Knowles and I am a 56 years old financially independent
woman who has held a Breckland taxi licence for 14years and a Breckland operator's licence for 8 years .I am a sole
trader , commonly known as one old bird and a motor !I no longer work evenings or weekends so my weekdays start
at 7.15 am and ends at 4.45pm with NCC school contracts and the gap in the middle , 9.15 until 2.30 I fill up with local
taxi work.
When I say local , I mean local , 80% of my non contract work is within the 1 mile category. I haven't been on the A11
or A47 in the last 2 years let alone a motorway ,and don't even own a 'sat nav' as I know the local area.
My work consists of elderly folk who are going to the doctors, hairdressers or to the supermarket. These customers
require a service not just transportation, some are not ready , lose track of time ,need assistance with their coat ,help
with their keys and assistance from their home before they even get to the car where they need help to get in , help
with their seat belt and again assistance at the destination often resulting in walking them into their place of visit.
Then we do the journey all over again but in reverse order, finally leaving them in their home with their coat off and
having placed their keys back in place .
This is a service that keeps these older people independent in the community , and I can charge them £7.20.
That is a lot of work for £7.20 as I am sure you agree.
Independent drivers and smaller companies can offer this level of service that some of the much larger just can't
and/or won't offer ,so please remember us when you are making major decisions and proposals because' one size
doesn't fit all' sometimes
So let's get to the point , you are offering us a fare increase but it isn't a fair increase to our customers .
I would love to charge £5 for a local fare , would certainly help my earnings however this would mean each time these
elderly people come out it is going to cost them £10,thats a massive increase to them on their pension .
We have had no fare increases since 2015 and am hoping we won't have to wait another 7 years for the next one. If
the fare had increased by just 20p yearly we would still have got to £5 in 2022, so why have we been forgotten for so
long . Minimum wages have increased regularly, fuel has steadily increased and so has my council tax but the likes of
me was forgotten about until now , when you want to implement our fees increases you have dangled the carrot with
the opportunity of our fares increasing.
The customer who travels to the airport for their luxury holiday is still only going to pay £1.40 extra for their journey as
will the little old lady who lives round the corner from the doctors surgery but is unable to walk .
Maybe the first mile should be raised ,maybe to £4.50 but maybe also the further mile an extra 10p as well so to
broaden the increase to the long distance travel as well.
As I have already mentioned I am a sole trader, owner driver, no staff, no other vehicles and currently pay £144.45 for
my operator's licence ..1 piece of paper every 5 years and now the proposal is to increase this to £415 !!I would like
an explanation as to what I shall be receiving extra to justify the huge increase in this licence , previously you had
talked about a 28.76% increase in costs when justifying the new fare proposal but this is certainly in excess of 200%.
If I were to have 5 vehicle's as permitted on this licence I could probably accommodate the fee but for 1 driver it is
ridiculous and would probably make me resort to changing over to a FREE hackney licence that the council office had
previously not recommended when I applied the transfer of the company to my name because of domestic
circumstances.
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A sliding scale could be a way forward with an option for 1,3,5 or more vehicles with appropriate pricing on a scale
with affordability. Furthermore instead of being a fixed 5 years maybe an option of 1 ,3 or 5 year could offer more
flexibility and affordability.
We also received another letter with other proposals such as the implementation of a safeguarding course when we
renew our taxi license .
The majority of us took the course at the council offices with you 3 years ago and also receive regular updates through
videos from NCC which we can watch in our own time .
Personally taking 2 1/2 hours to join a zoom meeting during the working day will bring my company is a standstill and
stop me from earning, and I have just received an email from NCC informing that this will be a new addition to their
criteria too ,probably the same course as well so we will get double whammy .
A video link that could be followed in our own time would be much more convenient alternative and it could be the
operators responsibility to ensure all drivers see it .
The last 2 years with the pandemic has been detrimental to many companies including the 'Taxi' trade and has still not
resumed to previous status as of yet. Many companies have really struggled as like most I have only come through it
because of finance from NCC contract work and the support we got from them with regular updates of the guidelines
we were to follow .

More communication between operators and licensing would be warmly welcomed and so would communication
between the Breckland team and NCC , we are all trying to do the same job really by providing a service to the public.

regards

Jayne Knowles
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From: becky hood <salectaxis>
Sent: 11 February 2022 05:19 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Consultation on increase in fees of Taxi Licensing

Dear Sir/Madam
I'm writing with our response in regards to the letter dated 14 th January 2022 about the proposed changes
to Taxi licensing fees.
Firstly, i would like to say why are these fees going up? What are we getting for our money as we are now
doing most of the work ourselves? Printing off documents, scanning documents over, fitting the plates
ourselves?
We had no support as a taxi provider during the pandemic we were expected to pay a full year's licence
fees when over half the year the vehicle was sat on the driveway. Our daily costs have been increased due
to the additional cleaning we are having to do and additional products to buy to complete the cleaning.
Also, the issues we had last year to try and plate a new vehicle were unacceptable. We are trying to make
our fleet greener by purchasing a electric vehicle we asked all the way through before committing to buy if
it would be accepted to be told "Breckland didn't currently have a green policy for taxis!" Also "had we
thought about longer runs to the airport and not running out of electric!" After we submitted pictures and
a number of frantic phone calls it was finally agreed it would be an acceptable vehicle as a taxi. But on the
day of collecting our new vehicle and trading in our previous vehicle we tried and arranged to bring it
straight over after a mechanical test to be told no one was available and they were unsure how to proceed
as they had never plated an electric vehicle before I was then left over 24 hours before i could get a plate
fitted 24 hours where I couldn't use it as a taxi and had to get someone else to cover my school run! on the
day of plating, we had multiple phone calls asking for details of the vehicle such as engine size or if it
wasn't an electric what would it be on a standard version finally got it on the road nearly 2 days after
purchase! And the best bit was in the meantime they plated another vehicle exactly the same as ours and
did an article about it in the press!
Anyhow the increases in fees as a small taxi operator of 2 taxis and 3 drivers the large increase as an
operator from £144.45 to £415! why has this increased so much? All we receive as an operator is a sheet of
paper.
The increased fee as a driver to £235 from £156.51 + DBS again why is there an increase? and why do
Breckland still insist on using old paper style DBS? I'm registered through NCC as ID verifier and this is a
much better system no paperwork all just put straight on to the DBS system. Also, as a driver why are we
now having to sit for 2.5 hours for a safeguarding training a lot of our customers are only in the vehicle for
10 mins or school children (which again we are safeguard trained through NCC). This is an additional £25 to
pay to renew licence as well as 2.5 hours we are not out on the road earning money.
Finally, the Vehicle renewal from £148.65 to £165 again why? we are now fitting the plate ourselves so
where is the increased cost again?
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I really do hope you will take all these points in to consideration because these increases is not only going
to put a lot of people off renewing their licence or they are going to have to increase fares which means
some people will now not be able to afford a taxi and be totally isolated in their home as they won't be
able to afford to go out.
Please can you advise the date as to when they are being presented to the committee as i would like to
send a representative from our company.
Kind Regards

Rebecca Yeoman
Craig Yeoman
Shaun Yeoman

SALEC TRAVEL LTD
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From: karen weir <>
Sent: 12 February 2022 03:58 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Cc: mattjames; bellacab; paul.mason; suttlestone; garethallen; ljs-taxis; knownejay; salectaxis; connie; dolister; nev

Subject: Consultation on the review of Hackney carriage fares and taxi licence fees.

To whom it may concern,
In response to your letter dated 14 January 2022 a meeting was held with some local Breckland taxi
drivers/companies to discuss what our response could be to proposed changes and price increases.
We have talked extensively about this and so I present to you our collaborative comments.
We start with the price increase of the operators license.
We have calculated that is going to cost over 200% more.
Going from £144.45 to £415
Why is it going to be this much?
What do we get for the money we pay?
Sole operators are going to be hit the hardest. Larger companies could potentially absorb this increase. We would
like to know if you are trying to force sole operators to close. As you are a non-profit making organisation what costs
will this increase cover as inherently we have only ever had a number and a piece of paper.
Not wishing to just criticise this increase we have a suggestion. We have looked at how north Norfolk price their
operators license. They seem to have it in increments depending on how many vehicles are within a company.
1 vehicle £180 for 5 years
2-10 vehicles £265
11-20 £405
20+ £777
But they also have the option for just a yearly license too. We feel this would be helpful to older operators, close to
retirement, who don’t need to be an operator for as long as 5 years.

Vehicle license cost increase
PH £148.65 to £165
HC £125.82 to £215.00
As with the operators license we would like to know why the huge price increase to the HC cost?
PH we feel is acceptable.
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Badge renewal
Going from £156.51 to £235.00 is a 48% increase.
Do we get anything extra for this?
Again what is the justification for this?
Just stating that no prices have been increased for 7 years is
A. Not our fault.
B. Has hurt our earnings too.
C. Will continue to hurt us financially, which with us trying to recover from our businesses hit by Covid problems is
just going to be prohibitive in us keeping our businesses viable.
Fares.
We have various issues with increase.
We feel the £5 starting fare is unattainable. Our local elderly are already stretched financially and potentially not be
able to continue with their independence having extra to pay to go shopping etc.
We do agree that the fares do need to be increased. It has indeed been a long 7 years since the last one. We also do
actually deserve a pay rise. Our job is not just load and unload. It’s helping elderly, sorting out children, listening to
customers, maybe even giving out advice. We are the ‘eyes and ears of the community’ (ref. Safeguarding course
BDC 2019)
But again we have suggestions.
We propose that
PH £4.00 for the first mile not £5
HC £4.00 for the first mile not £5
Then a further increase for every mile after from £2.00
to £2.25. ( 25p from 20p)
Sunday £5.00 with 30p increments
Late £6.00 with 35p increments
If we could be guaranteed that fares will be looked at more regularly we feel this too would be appropriate.
Vehicle restrictions
The big talking point here is privacy glass.
All new vehicles now have higher density glass than in previous years. This makes buying a new vehicle very very
difficult. Generally getting a new vehicle is hard as you need to see it before we can license it. Could this be looked
into in the very near future as car makers seem to be changing how they manufacture vehicles. Could this be taken
into consideration?
Also is there anything coming from yourselves regarding allowing more garages to be able to do the mechanical
tests?
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Safeguarding
At license renewal we will be doing a course. This will take us off the road, away from our community roles, costing
money from lost fares, assuming that this will be done in office hours.
We under this is an important course. The drivers that do contract work for NCC also do a safeguarding course. Is
their course the same?
Our suggestion for this is simple. If we obtain a certificate from NCC or vice versa within a 12 month period could this
be validated? This would free up spaces to deliver the course to the drivers who do not do work for NCC, and also
keep costs down for yourselves and us.
We also think it would be a great idea if yourselves and NCC liaise with each other on licensing matters generally.
As we have had cause to discuss all of these matters, it led us onto other things that we would like you to do for us.
We would like
More communication, support, assistance and understanding of our job as we feel devalued.
We would like to feel that our phone calls and emails are important, and they could be dealt with more quickly.
Some of the committee members have struggled to get a response when they’ve had an urgent problem.
We understand that you have been understaffed and generally spread around many departments during the
pandemic, but we also were trying to keep our cars in the road, businesses going and it was very hard for us too.
Just using Covid support as an example we had very little guidance specifically for taxi drivers. NCC had updates for
us every two weeks at least, but again, some drivers are not with NCC so they had none.
We felt that there was no empathy for us. We were struggling terribly. No coc tests available, hardly any garages to
help us if we needed parts and in some cases no parts anyway!
As we have already alluded to previously our job isn’t just transporting persons. It’s so much more than just luggage
carriers too.
We are personal assistants, social workers, care givers, confidantes.
Finally we would like to be able to attend licensing committee meetings. We would like to actually meet our
committee councillors so we can put our points of view across. We are the ‘feet on the street’, ‘wheels on the road’,
or whatever you like to think of us as.
Our voice and opinions should be heard.
Yours
Karen Weir (anns cars)

Jayne Knowles (Jayne’s taxi)

David Lister

Tanya and Nigel James (LJ’s taxis)

Gary Allen (LJ’staxis)

Terry Suttle (LJ’s taxis)

Gareth Allen (allens taxi)

Neville Edmonston (cavalier cars)

Conrad Sellers (home James

Ian Boulton ( Ian’s independent taxi)

Becky Yeoman (salec)

Matt James (mrj cars)

Ann and Chris Foster (bellacab)

Paul Mason (Paul’s cars)

Jamie Hendry

Liam Dye
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From: Matt James <>
Sent: 16 February 2022 04:44 PM
To: kkubast; Taxi Consultation <>; Robyn Martin <>; Eamon Martin <>; kieran james <>
Subject: Consultation on the review of Hackney carriage fares and taxi licence fees.

To whom it may concern,
In response to your letter dated 14 January 2022 a meeting was held with some local Breckland taxi
drivers/companies to discuss what our response could be to proposed changes and price increases.
We have talked extensively about this and so I present to you our collaborative comments.
We start with the price increase of the operators license.
We have calculated that is going to cost over 200% more.
Going from £144.45 to £415
Why is it going to be this much?
What do we get for the money we pay?
Sole operators are going to be hit the hardest. Larger companies could potentially absorb this increase. We would
like to know if you are trying to force sole operators to close. As you are a non-profit making organisation what costs
will this increase cover as inherently we have only ever had a number and a piece of paper.
Not wishing to just criticise this increase we have a suggestion. We have looked at how north Norfolk price their
operators license. They seem to have it in increments depending on how many vehicles are within a company.
1 vehicle £180 for 5 years
2-10 vehicles £265
11-20 £405
20+ £777
But they also have the option for just a yearly license too. We feel this would be helpful to older operators, close to
retirement, who don’t need to be an operator for as long as 5 years.
Vehicle license cost increase
PH £148.65 to £165
HC £125.82 to £215.00
As with the operators license we would like to know why the huge price increase to the HC cost?
PH we feel is acceptable.
Badge renewal
Going from £156.51 to £235.00 is a 48% increase.
Do we get anything extra for this?
Again what is the justification for this?
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Just stating that no prices have been increased for 7 years is
A. Not our fault.
B. Has hurt our earnings too.
C. Will continue to hurt us financially, which with us trying to recover from our businesses hit by Covid problems is
just going to be prohibitive in us keeping our businesses viable.
Fares.
We have various issues with increase.
We feel the £5 starting fare is unattainable. Our local elderly are already stretched financially and potentially not be
able to continue with their independence having extra to pay to go shopping etc.
We do agree that the fares do need to be increased. It has indeed been a long 7 years since the last one. We also do
actually deserve a pay rise. Our job is not just load and unload. It’s helping elderly, sorting out children, listening to
customers, maybe even giving out advice. We are the ‘eyes and ears of the community’ (ref. Safeguarding course
BDC 2019)
But again we have suggestions.
We propose that
PH £4.00 for the first mile not £5
HC £4.00 for the first mile not £5
Then a further increase for every mile after from £2.00
to £2.25. ( 25p from 20p)
Sunday £5.00 with 30p increments
Late £6.00 with 35p increments
If we could be guaranteed that fares will be looked at more regularly we feel this too would be appropriate.
Vehicle restrictions
The big talking point here is privacy glass.
All new vehicles now have higher density glass than in previous years. This makes buying a new vehicle very very
difficult. Generally getting a new vehicle is hard as you need to see it before we can license it. Could this be looked
into in the very near future as car makers seem to be changing how they manufacture vehicles. Could this be taken
into consideration?
Also is there anything coming from yourselves regarding allowing more garages to be able to do the mechanical
tests?
Safeguarding
At license renewal we will be doing a course. This will take us off the road, away from our community roles, costing
money from lost fares, assuming that this will be done in office hours.
We under this is an important course. The drivers that do contract work for NCC also do a safeguarding course. Is
their course the same?
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Our suggestion for this is simple. If we obtain a certificate from NCC or vice versa within a 12 month period could this
be validated? This would free up spaces to deliver the course to the drivers who do not do work for NCC, and also
keep costs down for yourselves and us.
We also think it would be a great idea if yourselves and NCC liaise with each other on licensing matters generally.
As we have had cause to discuss all of these matters, it led us onto other things that we would like you to do for us.
We would like
More communication, support, assistance and understanding of our job as we feel devalued.
We would like to feel that our phone calls and emails are important, and they could be dealt with more quickly.
Some of the committee members have struggled to get a response when they’ve had an urgent problem.
We understand that you have been understaffed and generally spread around many departments during the
pandemic, but we also were trying to keep our cars in the road, businesses going and it was very hard for us too.
Just using Covid support as an example we had very little guidance specifically for taxi drivers. NCC had updates for
us every two weeks at least, but again, some drivers are not with NCC so they had none.
We felt that there was no empathy for us. We were struggling terribly. No coc tests available, hardly any garages to
help us if we needed parts and in some cases no parts anyway!

As we have already alluded to previously our job isn’t just transporting persons. It’s so much more than just luggage
carriers too.
We are personal assistants, social workers, care givers, confidantes.

Finally we would like to be able to attend licensing committee meetings. We would like to actually meet our
committee councillors so we can put our points of view across. We are the ‘feet on the street’, ‘wheels on the road’,
or whatever you like to think of us as.
Our voice and opinions should be heard.

Yours
Karen Weir (anns cars)
Jayne Knowles (Jayne’s taxi)
David Lister (full steam ahead)
Tanya and Nigel James (LJ’s taxis)
Gary Allen (LJ’staxis)
Terry Suttle (LJ’s taxis)
Gareth Allen (allens taxi)
Neville Edmonston (cavalier cars)
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Conrad Sellers ( home James cars)
Ian Boulton ( Ian’s independent taxi)
Becky Yeoman (salec)
Matt James (mrj cars)
Robyn Martin (mrjcars)
Eamon Martin (mrjcars)
Kieran James (mrjcars)
Jakub Stuchlik (mrjcars)
Paul Mason (Paul’s cars)
Jamie Hendry
Liam Dye

Kind Regards

Matthew James
MRJ Taxis
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From: James Thompson <>
Sent: 16 February 2022 08:11 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Hackney Fares & Licensing

To whom it may concern
My name is James Thompson badge no CD0474
Fares: any increase may jeopardise our already reduced workload however a small increase to the additional milage
charge i.e.
£2.20 per mile would be helpful, not £5 to start with.
That's ridiculous in the current climate.
Fees: nothing to say really, disappointed by the level of increase.

My operator Daleys Taxis is drafting a far better letter & I agree totally with the content in it.

Regards
Struggling to make a living Taxi driver.
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From: David Lister <>
Sent: 21 February 2022 08:25 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Full Steam Ahead Taxi fares & Fees Consultation Response

Good Afternoon

Please find attached my response to your letter regarding Hackney Carriage & Taxi Licence Fees
dated 14th January 2022

Kind Regards
Mr David Lister
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Full Steam Ahead

Full Steam Ahead
Taxi service

Phone:
E-mail:

Breckland Council
Elizabeth House, Walpole Loke,
Dereham, Norfolk NR19 1EE

21st February 2022

Reference: Taxi Consultation Letter Dated 14/01/2022

Dear Licensing Team,
Thank you for your letter informing me of the changes that you would like to implement. The definition of a
consultation is: the action or process of formally consulting or discussing.
As far as I am aware no one from the council has discussed anything with any of the taxi companies or sole
traders; I would assume that you have discussed this within your own team and not with the industry experts.
You state in your letter that you are under immense pressure to make savings and reduce the financial burden
on council taxpayers. You have therefore suggested a fee increase of up to 290%.
As a company owner I would like to know how you have come up with these figures, how the money is being
spent and to justify the value for money on the services you provide. Many of the requirements to keep a licence
are not checked, for Instance, in 20 years of being a taxi driver I have never been asked or stopped, to check that
my dress code is compliant. I can appreciate that the increased time it takes to process an initial application
may affect your staffing costs, however the Department for Transport must be aware of this and must also be
aware that it needs to be put into your budget and not passed onto applicants.
I'm sure that you are aware the last two years have been difficult for everybody, these proposed price increases
are therefore very difficult to manage. I would like very much to be involved in your consultation and to also
answer any questions you may have regarding the job that I do.
May I suggest a cost saving.
Would it be difficult for both Norfolk County Council and Breckland council to amalgamate some of their
services? This would reduce the need for filling in forms, repeating training for first aid and safeguarding and
the duplication of DBS checking. This will save both you and us time and money. Do you need to repeat the
same process every 3 years? can it not be a refresher application for the approved drivers / companies?
You also state in your letter. Responses will be collated and together with any responses from the public
notices, these will be presented to the licencing committee for consideration. With the Licencing Committee
making the final decision. Does this mean that we will not have any more say whatsoever and your decision has
already been made?

Yours Sincerely

Mr. DAVID Lister
Sole Trader - Full Steam Ahead
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From: Tony How <>
Sent: 22 February 2022 02:20 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Taxi fare Licencing fees
The new price for private hire operators license is ridiculous. It’s a jump of 188% a fair increase I would say is 30% .
The other fees should rise by 30%. This would be acceptable. Regarding the windows in the rear of vehicles. This is
also ridiculous. I’ve worked for other Licencing authorities and the ruling is different.if I want to by a top of the range
car with full leather the windows in rear are darker. Not completely blacked out. Breckland council are one of the
only licensing authorities that do this. Obviously if I wanted I get get licensed with say Broadland with darker
windows. I could and still operate via been phoned up . Many taxi drivers could do the same meaning less revenue
for Breckland. And the taking the seat out of a 9 seater taxi is wrong. Not complying with manufacturers warranty.
Regards
Tony How
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From: karen weir <>
Sent: 23 February 2022 09:07 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Breckland licensing consultation
To whom it may concern.
My name is Karen. I am an owner/operator in the Watton area. I live in Ovington.
I am 52 years old and have been a taxi driver for over 20 years. I have worked for lots of companies in this time but
now I’m self employed after taking over the family company after other members retired.
I am happy that Breckland has invited everyone to comment in this consultation.
It seems sometimes that we taxi drivers often get left out when it comes to having information given out.
I do have some comments.
I am afraid that the price increases planned to our various licenses will break some of the owner/operators, myself
included. The operator license price increase is definitely the main one I have a problem with. Granted it’s a five year
one, but raising it to over £400? I can’t understand why. I think we need to know the reasoning behind this, as we
are the ones having to pay it.
Vehicle licence increase is one I don’t have too much of a problem with but the drivers one again I think is quite a
leap. Again I’d like to understand the reasoning behind it.
To my knowledge licensing is a non profit part of Breckland. So what will these increases fund?
I have some suggestions, mainly pertaining to the operators license.
I have looked into how other licensing authorities charge this.
They take company sizes into consideration, so smaller companies pay less that bigger ones with more drivers. And
they also do yearly or 3 yearly license options.
I think this would help smaller companies.
Fare increases next.
Although yes we haven’t had a price increase in our fares for 7 years I think that going from a base charge of £3.60 to
£5 is an awfully big jump.
This may turn out to be prohibitive for my customers and ultimately i will lose out. Yes I would love a wage increase,
but no customers equals no money, fewer customers equals less money and I’m not getting a huge amount now so
what do I do?
I am more than just a driver, I am a helper, care giver, listener, advisor.
In April, when the world and his wife puts up their prices, every single person I know will be struggling. I don’t know
how I’m going to manage myself.
I have just managed to survive the pandemic. And not just my business. Personally my family ticks all the boxes, we
had a baby, a socially distanced funeral (my mother in law) and a Covid death (my mum).
The last 2 years have been incredibly difficult.
I don’t believe that these proposed price increases will help me at all. My life will continue to be a real struggle.
I would like to say that we had lots of help from licensing during the pandemic but I don’t think I did. I understand
that the pandemic has been difficult for you all too, with staff working from home and illnesses, but we were all
going through it together and I felt very alone.
I would like to know why the price increases are so substantial.
I would like to be invited to licensing committee meetings and talk to the councillors directly.
I want to be a part of the decision making, give advice on how these decisions impact me as I am on the front line,
living it daily.
I hope that you hear the sincerity in my voice when you read these words.
I don’t want to cause a scene, I’m not that way inclined. I just want to feel appreciated and I want you to hear me, a
small fish in a big pond.
But it’s us small fish that make the difference to so many elderly or vulnerable people.
Please remember that.

Karen Weir
Anns cars
Watton
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From: David Thompson <dave.daleys@outlook.com>
Sent: 24 February 2022 12:53 PM
To: Taxi Consultation <TaxiConsultation@breckland.gov.uk>
Subject: Fwd: Proposed increases

From: David Thompson < >
Sent: Monday, February 21, 2022 2:50 pm
To: Licensing Team
Subject: Proposed increases

As invited I am informing you of my views on behalf of Daleys Taxis.
I feel that the proposed increases will not ultimately provide the intended result in providing taxi drivers with
sufficient increased income to cover ever increasing operational costs. The proposed increase to £5.00 for the first
mile will leave much scope for undercutting which was rampant in Thetford for 25 years leading to meters not being
used at all;. Additionally this will put a further strain on household budgets during an already testing time on family
purses probably leading to a reduction in the use of taxis. It is also fair to mention an obvious error in failing to
increase the additional mileage/time charges as increased costs of fuel and maintenance are felt on all mileage not
just the initial mile.
We would rather see an increase to £3.80 or £4.00 initially and subsequent miles at £2.20 or £2.40 which will give
the required effect. It would be also fair to observe the problems in Ukraine are likely to push up oil and
subsequently fuel prices in the near future and so it would be wise to take this into account in any likely increases
until the next review.
The proposed council increases to licensing and application/renewal fees of over 70% on average appear to be
somewhat out of step with your own estimate of cost increases of 28.76% even taking into account your increased
staffing costs.
On a personal note I would appreciate it if you could contact me and explain the private hire operator licence fees
and qualification rules as I am aware that very few companies in the town seem to have one so any clarification
would be welcome.
Thanking you in advance for your response.

Regards
David Thompson
Daleys
Thetford
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From: Wayne North <>
Sent: 28 February 2022 08:33 AM
To: Taxi Consultation <>
Subject: Letter

Licensing proposals
Wayne & Samantha North
With regards to the increase in Taxi fares and Licensing fees.
Licensing fee increases.
With all due respect, why has it taken the Licence department 7 Years to make theses changes again, and 7 years
before that. You all claim about cut backs but us drivers and owners have always suffered by the lack of commitment
and knowledge from the Licence team. We are not sure where you get your figures from when relating to how much
a licensed driver pays out a year. A lot of us are already working below the minimum wage. And with the ever
increasing economy prices it is getting worse. We think it should go up to £4 day rate after hours £6 and Sundays £5.
Plus the mileage rate should increase as well. We are forever being restricted by your policies Breckland Licensing is
one of the strictest licensing authorities in the country compared to others around the country.
So if you were to renew, let’s say 400 Hackney taxis a year at a cost of £125.82 times 400 = £50,328.00 So what dose
it really cost to produce. The paperwork (which into todays world should be online)
The Plate and certificate. So total man hours. What would they be ?
I think under the freedom of information act we should be privy to this, so we can see how all of our licensing fees
for taxis are spent.
Safe Guarding.
Why have we got to pay when we do it for free with Norfolk County Council and what Benefits dose it have and what
are the differences between yours and there’s. when an average a customers are only in a taxi around town 2 to 5
minutes. Speaking to driver owners across the country, there’s is FREE.
Paper work Renewal should be online in this technical age on line. Cheaper and better.
Our costs are getting higher as every week passes especially with fuel and garage prices increasing.
I think it would be fare to say that we are really struggling to recruit any drivers as in reality being a drive show that
we earn below the minimum wage, and with the licensing increase you give in one hand and take with the other.
Thank you Wayne & Samantha north.
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